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Preface

GUIDE TYPES

Overview guides provide high-level introductions to technologies or concepts.

Reference architecture guides provide an architectural overview for using Palo Alto Networks® technologies 
to provide visibility, control, and protection to applications built in a specific environment. These guides 
are required reading prior to using their companion deployment guides. 

Deployment guides provide decision criteria for deployment scenarios, as well as procedures for combining 
Palo Alto Networks technologies with third-party technologies in an integrated design. 

DOCUMENT CONVENTIONS

Cautions warn about possible data loss, hardware damage, or compromise of security.

Notes provide additional information.

Blue text indicates a configuration variable for which you need to substitute the correct value for your 
environment.

In the IP box, enter 10.5.0.4/24, and then click OK.

Bold text denotes: 

    • Command-line commands.

# show device-group branch-offices

    • User-interface elements.

In the Interface Type list, choose Layer 3.

    • Navigational paths.

Navigate to Network > Virtual Routers.

    • A value to be entered.

Enter the password admin.
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 • This is a new guide.

Italic text denotes the introduction of important terminology.

An external dynamic list is a file hosted on an external web server so that the firewall can import objects.

Highlighted text denotes emphasis.

Total valid entries: 755

ABOUT PROCEDURES

These guides sometimes describe other companies’ products. Although steps and screen-shots were 
up-to-date at the time of publication, those companies might have since changed their user interface, 
processes, or requirements. 

GETTING THE LATEST VERSION OF GUIDES

We continually update reference architecture and deployment guides. You can access the latest version of 
this and all guides at this location:

https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/referencearchitectures

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS RELEASE

https://pandocs.tech/fw/landing
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Purpose of This Guide
This guide describes how healthcare organizations can leverage the Palo Alto Networks portfolio in the 
design of a Zero Trust security policy in order to secure protected health information (PHI) and other 
sensitive and critical data, applications, endpoints, connected medical devices, and systems. 

This guide provides architectural guidance on Zero Trust for security architects and engineers who are 
familiar with the portfolio. Use this guide as a roadmap for architectural discussions between Palo Alto 
Networks and your organization. 

AUDIENCE

This design guide is for technical readers who support healthcare organizations, including system 
architects and design engineers who want to deploy the Palo Alto Networks portfolio in support of a Zero 
Trust security model. This guide assumes the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of applications, 
networking, virtualization, and security and has a basic understanding of network, data center, and 
public-cloud architectures.

RELATED DOCUMENTATION

The following documents support this guide:

 • Securing Data in the Private Data Center and Public Cloud with Zero Trust—Details integrating the 
Palo Alto Networks portfolio into the data center and public cloud in order to implement a Zero 
Trust security model. 

 • Network Security Overview—Describes how organizations can prevent cyberthreats by using the 
Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewall and Prisma™ Access in order to protect and secure 
their networks.

 • Public Cloud Security Overview—Describes the key challenges in approaching public-cloud 
security and securing cloud-native applications. Details how organizations can leverage the Palo 
Alto Networks portfolio to discover resources, detect risks, mitigate network threats, highlight 
suspicious behaviors, prevent malware and data leakage, and identify host vulnerabilities.

https://pandocs.tech/fw/230p-prime
https://pandocs.tech/fw/172p-prime
https://pandocs.tech/fw/198p-prime
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Introduction
The healthcare industry continues to be a top target for threat actors. As the industry rapidly adopts new 
and innovative medical technologies, exposure to cyberthreats increases, requiring a transformation 
in security strategy. Stories of data breaches that expose private health information are in the news 
every week. When these events occur, there can be a significant impact on individuals who have their 
information disclosed, as well as a loss of trust in the organizations that were breached. A substantial 
financial impact due to loss of business, damage to reputation, and potential fines resulting from the 
breach can also pose a massive risk to the impacted organizations. It does not matter if the loss occurred 
because of accidental exposure or malicious act; the impact to a healthcare organization that has a breach 
or data loss event is real. 

These events have become so common that industry is developing new standards and governments are 
developing new regulations at such a rapid pace that organizations are forced to constantly evaluate their 
security posture and do everything they can to prevent these events from occurring. This process can be 
challenging for several reasons:

 • Location of security infrastructure—Security infrastructure requires visibility and control of 
relevant activities in order to prevent data breaches. Many healthcare organizations deploy security 
as a function at the internet perimeter. Security at the internet perimeter is important and should 
be kept robust to continue to protect the organization’s network. However, sensitive data can be 
widely dispersed within a healthcare organization: in various areas of the internal network, in the 
public cloud, in third-party hosted systems, and in SaaS applications that might be accessible to 
users without traversing systems-monitoring activities and enforcing security policies.

 • Capabilities of security infrastructure—Even when relevant activities are visible to the security 
infrastructure, many organizations have a security infrastructure that cannot adequately 
characterize relevant traffic and activities. The infrastructure must have the ability to characterize 
traffic and activities based on business-relevant attributes such as application (not port and 
protocol), user and group (not IP address), presence of sensitive data, and device types. It also must 
be able to identify and stop threats as they happen and to quickly detect sophisticated attacks that 
might evade layers of security-in-depth.

 • Security component coordination—When threat and policy information is siloed in multiple 
security systems, coordinating a comprehensive security posture to protect against breach and 
data loss requires manual coordination and operation. This reduces the overall effectiveness and 
speed of the security infrastructure because the threats evolve faster than security operations can 
manually coordinate across that infrastructure. 

 • Security framework—The biggest challenge for many healthcare organizations is defining and 
adopting a security model that provides the required security across the organization holistically. 
Most security architectures focus on the protection at a specific location and use policy based on 
what is known to be a trusted activity versus a risk.
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 • Challenges with security transformation—Many healthcare organizations lack staging 
environments and have stringent uptime requirements. This makes deploying updates and changes 
to target systems challenging because the IT and security teams do not necessarily know if the 
updates will improve or fix the systems. Not having internal systems and networks properly 
segmented makes this a bigger challenge to overcome because it is difficult to compartmentalize 
changes and their impact and apply necessary granular security policies to meet different 
protection requirements.

Relying heavily on a legacy, perimeter-based security is no longer adequate for protecting a healthcare 
organization’s assets. Mobile users and devices moving on and off the corporate network, data and 
applications moving to the cloud, stealthy and patient malware, and attacks masquerading as legitimate 
applications or hiding in encrypted traffic have blurred the edges of that perimeter. 

Attacks on sensitive data rarely use a single exploit. Attackers use exploits, malware, compromised 
credentials, and other methods together to work their way from their beachhead in an organization to the 
data. Often attackers use one method after another. Malware might provide a user’s credentials, which in 
turn provide limited access to their organization’s network. Network access allows the attacker to move 
around the private network and place additional malware on privileged devices that are closer to the data. 
Then the cycle repeats. With many healthcare organizations relying mostly on perimeter security and 
a trust-based security model without proper internal network segmentations, these attacks find little 
resistance and move quickly after they’re inside. 

The common thread in all these attack methods is that they take advantage of the trust inherent in the 
security posture of most healthcare organizations. Trust has become a vulnerability as dangerous as any 
other. Zero Trust remedies the deficiencies of the inherent trust in perimeter-centric security and the 
legacy devices and technologies used to implement them. 

ZERO TRUST

Zero Trust is a security model designed specifically to protect the security of sensitive data and critical 
applications by leveraging network segmentation, preventing lateral movement, providing Layer 7 threat 
prevention, and simplifying granular user-access controls. Where traditional security models operate 
under the assumption that everything inside an organization’s perimeter can be trusted, the Zero Trust 
model recognizes that trust is a vulnerability. 

Traditional security models identify areas where breaches and exploits might occur, the attack surface, and 
you attempt to secure the entire surface. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to identify the entire attack 
surface. Unauthorized applications, devices, and misconfigured infrastructure can expand that attack 
surface without your knowledge. 

In the Zero Trust model, you define a protect surface. The protect surface is made up of your organization’s 
most critical and sensitive data, assets, applications, devices, and services. The protect surface is much 
smaller than the attack surface and should therefore be knowable. Each organization’s protect surface is 
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unique. For example, a healthcare-provider organization has different devices and sensitive data (with 
accompanying compliance regulations) than a payer organization. Many industries have compliance 
and data security standards, such as HIPAA and PCI, that can help organizations define what constitutes 
sensitive data and critical applications.

Figure 1 Zero Trust protect surface for healthcare

In the Zero Trust model, only known, allowed traffic can access the protect surface. A segmentation 
gateway, typically a next-generation firewall, controls this access. The segmentation gateway provides 
visibility into the traffic and users attempting to access the protect surface, enforces access control, and 
provides additional layers of inspection. 

Zero Trust policies provide granular control of the protect surface, ensuring that users have just enough 
access to the data and applications they need to perform their tasks. This concept is known as least-
privileged access. 
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Additionally, to implement a Zero Trust least-privileged access model in the network, the firewall must:

 • Have visibility of and control over the different applications and their functionality in the traffic. 
Traditional security infrastructure describes applications through ports and protocols. Zero Trust’s 
least-privileged access model requires precise control over application use that a port and protocol 
definition alone cannot achieve. Defining applications by data sensitivity and security risks along 
with grouping of applications by sanctioned, tolerated, and unsanctioned types can make this 
process more practical and easier to implement.

 • Decrypt network traffic in order to perform thorough inspection. With the growing adoption of 
web-traffic encryption standards, most traffic crossing the network boundaries today is encrypted. 
Decrypting and inspecting that traffic is critical in allowing security controls to function as 
intended.

 • Be able to allow specific applications and block everything else. Allowing a specific set of 
applications through an allow-list and denying everything else, as opposed to blocking only a 
handful of applications, significantly reduces the number of ways an organization can be attacked. 

 • Dynamically define access to sensitive applications and data based on a user’s business unit, job 
title, or security group membership. Many traditional security policies define access based on 
the location of the endpoint in the network. Even if enterprise mobility didn’t blur the traditional 
network boundaries, network location is a poor identifier for a user and their assigned privileges. 

 • Dynamically define access from devices or device groups to sensitive applications and data and from 
users and user groups to specific resources. This is important in environments with a large number 
of unmanaged IoT devices, where devices might access applications and data in the same way a user 
would. For example, a healthcare-provider organization can have numerous IoT and connected 
medical devices, such as a drug infusion pump sending sensitive data to specific applications or 
repositories. Malicious or unintended access can disrupt patient-care operations and can adversely 
impact patient safety, as well.

 • Be able to validate a user’s identity through authentication. For access to the most sensitive data, 
the firewall should validate user information obtained from the organization’s authentication 
servers with another authentication method before allowing access to the most sensitive 
applications and data. This ensures the traffic is coming from the expected user and not from 
someone impersonating them. This is especially challenging to healthcare organizations that must 
support applications and devices that have a very long lifecycle and do not easily integrate with SSO 
and multifactor authentication (MFA) solutions at the application layer. 

 • Dynamically define the resources that are associated with the sensitive data or application. Many 
data centers and cloud environments dynamically allocate resources to applications. To ensure that 
the security posture matches the current resource allocation, your security systems, such as the 
firewall, need to adjust along with the changing environment. These processes need to be efficiently 
orchestrated, leveraging automation as much as possible in order to minimize efforts required and 
human errors.

 • Control data by content and file type. Blocking risky file types reduces the number of ways an 
organization can be attacked and reduces the number of ways attackers can exfiltrate data and the 
processing cycles required by your security tools to perform additional analysis
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The result is granular control that safely allows access to the right applications for the right sets of users 
while automatically eliminating unwanted, unauthorized, and potentially harmful interactions. 

Categorizing Data, Application, and Device Sensitivity
As mentioned, the Zero Trust security model protects your most sensitive data, applications, services, and 
systems by controlling access to those systems. But what does “sensitive” mean? 

There are a significant number of industry standards and government regulations such as GDPR, HIPAA, 
and PCI that help define how data and applications are categorized, but because every organization’s 
data requirements are unique and standards differ based on industry and location, this guide uses the 
following example levels of data sensitivity:

 • Public—Public information or service.

 • Low sensitivity—Information that would cause limited harm to the organization. (For example, 
de-identified health information or non-critical data and applications with a limited user base) 

 • Moderate sensitivity—Information that has a risk of causing serious harm to the organization or 
its customers. Examples include:

 ◦ Business data and applications, including email and voice and video communications.

 ◦ Infrastructure, applications, and systems for which loss of integrity and availability would 
impact the organization.

 ◦ Research data, including grants and other types of contractual information.

 • High sensitivity—Information that would cause severe harm to the organization or its customers. 
Examples include:

 ◦ Any information falling under statutory requirements for notification in the case of a breach.

 ◦ Protected health information and any other personally identifiable information.

 ◦ Critical intellectual property (for example, drug formulas, clinical research data, and so on).

 ◦ Critical infrastructure and systems such as the electronic health records (EHR) system, whose 
loss of integrity and availability would severely harm the organization.

 ◦ Public key infrastructure, Active Directory.

The Palo Alto Networks portfolio can help you identify where this sensitive data is located and control 
access to it with Zero Trust policies.  
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Designing for Zero Trust with the Palo Alto 
Networks Portfolio
The concept of zero trust has gained popularity in the healthcare industry. Many vendors and industry 
experts often use the term to describe a holistic approach to improving your cybersecurity strategy. 
However, how zero trust is implemented and achieved differs vastly between vendor solutions and often 
loses traction after it gets to the actual implementation stage. The Palo Alto Networks portfolio provides 
the tools, technologies, and products healthcare organizations need in order to turn your Zero Trust 
strategy into a practical implementation. To implement the Zero Trust model, you need to:

 • Deploy segmentation gateways—The segmentation gateways define the perimeter around the 
protect surface and enforce Zero Trust access control policies to the data, applications, devices, 
and services. The Palo Alto Networks portfolio provides next-generation firewalls and cloud-native 
security products in a variety of form factors to meet your deployment needs.

 • Gain visibility into the users, applications, services, devices, and sensitive data traversing the 
network—There should be no unknown traffic to and from the protect surface. The Palo Alto 
Networks portfolio provides tools that enable you to inspect and identify users, applications, and 
devices uniquely, without relying on IP address or protocol and port. 

 • Secure the data center by segmenting sensitive data and protecting the servers—The Palo Alto 
Networks portfolio provides healthcare organizations with tools and technology to segment your 
data and secure the servers and workloads in your on-premises data center and your hybrid- or 
multi-cloud environments.  

 • Control access to data, applications, and devices—The Palo Alto Networks portfolio enables 
you to create granular access policies based on user, device, application, and data sensitivity 
type to enforce least-privileged access. These policies can even extend to inspect data stored in 
SaaS applications and be used to continuously inspect network activity for malware, exploits, 
unauthorized access, and data leakage.

 • Protect your endpoints—Endpoints can often become the first and the last line of defense. Whether 
or not your endpoints process and store sensitive data, they can be used to launch attacks against 
or exfiltrate data from your sensitive data stores. The Palo Alto Networks portfolio enables you 
to protect your endpoints from being used as access points to your company’s sensitive data and 
applications. 

 • Protect unmanaged, IoT, and connected medical devices—Unmanaged IoT and connected medical 
devices might constitute 50% of the devices on a typical hospital network. With the US Food and 
Drug Administration approving 153 new healthcare device types between 2018 and 2020, these 
devices’ use in the healthcare market is quickly growing. Failure to properly protect these devices 
poses risks beyond traditional data security and privacy because many of these devices can either 
impact patients directly or generate data that might be used to determine medication dosage or 
treatment decisions. The Palo Alto Networks portfolio enables you to continuously monitor network 
traffic, identify threats, assess risks, and enforce policies that protect these devices, their traffic, 
and the network on which they run. 
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DEPLOYING SEGMENTATION GATEWAYS

The Palo Alto Networks portfolio offers next-generation firewalls that act as your segmentation gateways. 
These firewalls provide visibility into the devices, users, applications, and data on your network and 
provide controls for Zero Trust segmentation and access policies. To provide more granular segmentation 
and access control, the next-generation firewalls should be as close as possible to your protect surface. 

Next-Generation Firewalls
Running feature-rich PAN-OS® software, Palo Alto Networks next-generation firewalls give you complete 
visibility, threat protection, and control of applications in use by all users in all of your locations all of the 
time. The NGFWs have flexible deployment options:

 • PA-Series—The PA-series are physical appliance next-generation firewalls. You can deploy them 
at the internet perimeter, the data center perimeter, and other locations within the campus and 
branch.

 • VM-Series—The VM-Series are virtualized form-factor next-generation firewalls. You can 
deploy them in a range of diverse cloud and virtualized use cases, such as public and private cloud 
deployments.

 • CN-Series—The CN-Series are containerized next-generation firewalls. They give you the ability 
to deploy Layer 7 network security and threat protection in your Kubernetes clusters, for advanced 
protection and compliance.

 • Prisma Access—Prisma Access is a cloud-hosted next-generation firewall for securing remote 
clinics and offices and remote and work-from-home users, as well as allowing access to resources 
in public cloud, SaaS, and third-party hosted environments. Prisma Access can also help optimize 
the digital experience for remote users accessing these external enterprise resources. 

Cloud-Native Security
Prisma Cloud is a cloud-native security platform that enables DevSecOps, cloud security posture 
management (CSPM), data security, cloud workload protection platform (CWPP), cloud network security 
(CNS), and cloud infrastructure entitlement management (CIEM), for comprehensive visibility and threat 
detection across your organization’s hybrid, multi-cloud infrastructure. Prisma Cloud’s cloud-native 
security capabilities are broken down into four areas:

 • Prisma Cloud CSPM—Monitor cloud security posture, detect and respond to threats, and maintain 
compliance

 • Prisma Cloud CWPP—Secure hosts, containers, and serverless across the application cycle

 • Prisma Cloud CNS—Monitor and secure cloud networks and enforce microsegmentation

 • Prisma Cloud CIEM—Enforce permissions and secure identities across workloads and clouds
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Figure 2 Zero Trust with the Palo Alto Networks portfolio

IDENTIFYING USERS, APPLICATIONS, DEVICES, AND SENSITIVE DATA

Effectively implementing a Zero Trust model begins with visibility. Because of the mobility of users and 
devices, user and device identification must go beyond the traditional IP address mapping. And because 
of the proliferation of enterprise and medical applications running from public cloud and as-a-service 
applications, identification of applications must go beyond the typical protocol/port/destination address 
to the actual Layer 7 information. 

The Palo Alto Network portfolio enables you to uniquely identify users, applications, and devices on your 
network. These identities then become the building blocks for creating Zero Trust policies. 
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Identifying Users, Applications, Devices, and Sensitive Data with the  
Next-Generation Firewall
The next-generation firewalls contain tightly integrated technologies that you use to identify who is using 
which applications across different network segments or security zones.

App-ID

App-ID™ uses multiple identification techniques—application signatures, application protocol decoding, 
and heuristics—to determine the exact identity of applications on your network, including those that 
try to evade detection by disguising themselves as legitimate traffic, by hopping ports, or by using 
encryption. App-ID allows you to use application information in your security policies rather than relying 
on port numbers and protocols. App-ID identifies thousands of enterprise and consumer applications, 
including commonly used medical applications such as Epic and Cerner; clinical communication standards 
such as HL7, DICOM, and LIS2-A2; and medical device application communications from popular device 
vendors such as Alaris, Baxter, GE, Siemens, and Stryker. 

Device-ID

Device-ID enables you to use device information in your security policies rather than using an IP 
address. Device-ID uses metadata from logs, network protocols, and sessions to identify devices by their 
attributes, such as a device type (for example, a medical imaging machine), model, software version 
or vendor. Because Device-ID identifies devices by their attributes, you can use Device-IDs in security 
policies in order to control access to and from specific devices. This is especially important in healthcare 
environments with a multitude of IoT and internet-of-medical-things (IoMT) devices. You might need to 
create policies to allow specific types of devices access to sensitive data, such as an x-ray machine sending 
imaging data to a DICOM viewer workstation. You might also need to segment and isolate specific devices 
because known vulnerabilities that cannot be addressed are present and compensating controls need to 
be applied.  Grouping and segmenting IoT and IoMT devices by type or other device attributes can greatly 
reduce their risk of being compromised and used as a beachhead for exploiting higher-sensitivity data.

User-ID

User-ID™ enables you to uniquely identify users on your network—even through changes in IP address. 
It leverages user information stored in a wide range of repositories such as LDAP and user authentication 
via SAML. High-fidelity sources of User-ID are essential when using a Zero Trust policy because the 
IP-to-user mappings need to be in place before any inbound traffic from the user reaches the firewall. 
High-fidelity resources for users on the private network include infrastructure authentication services 
(AAA) and GlobalProtect™ internal gateways. For mobile users, preferred sources include GlobalProtect 
external gateways and Prisma Access. You can create policies based on individual users or groups of users. 
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SaaS Security

SaaS Security enables healthcare organizations to quickly identify different SaaS applications used, 
control access to them, and extend granular security controls to SaaS applications and the data residing 
within SaaS environments. With many healthcare organizations having clinicians and researchers 
participating in government grants, contracts, and other collaborative efforts, healthcare organizations 
often require diverse, finely defined access policies for sanctioned, tolerated, and unsanctioned 
applications. SaaS Inline and SaaS API protect SaaS applications and access to them.  

Enterprise DLP

To help enforce policies for compliance and to reduce data breach risks, Enterprise Data Loss Prevention 
(DLP) enables healthcare organizations to identify sensitive data and possible policy violations at multiple 
inspection points to obtain visibility of sensitive data usage and distribution. Exact Data Matching (EDM) 
and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) features are both available. These features are highly effective in 
reducing false-positive rates while increasing accuracy and efficacy. 

Identifying User Groups with the Cloud Identity Engine
In most organizations, user-group information is present in multiple identity providers (IdPs). The 
Palo Alto Networks Cloud Identity Engine simplifies the process of keeping user information up-to-date 
and synchronized by pulling and correlating the information from multiple IdPs and providing that 
information to the next-generation firewalls, Prisma Access, GlobalProtect, and Cortex™ XDR.  

Figure 3 User-ID with Cloud Identity Engine
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Identifying Workloads in your Private and Public Cloud Infrastructure
Prisma Cloud Identity-Based Microsegmentation assigns a cryptographically-signed workload identity 
to every protected host and container across your cloud environments. This makes it possible to track a 
workload as it moves through your environment, even if IP addresses and other traditional identifiers 
change. Each identity consists of contextual attributes, including metadata from cloud-native services 
across Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), Kubernetes, and 
more. You can use these attributes to create and manage microsegmentation policies for your cloud 
applications.

Gaining Visibility into Encrypted Traffic
Many applications encrypt the traffic between client and server. To have granular visibility and control to 
the application, the next-generation firewall must decrypt the traffic where feasible. The next-generation 
firewall can decrypt and inspect both inbound and outbound SSL/TLS connections traversing the firewall. 
Currently, the next-generation firewall supports decryption of encrypted traffic by using the latest 
TLSv1.3 ciphers, as well as previous versions of TLS.  

You use SSL Inbound Inspection to decrypt and inspect traffic from internal endpoints to private servers 
in the data center and public cloud.  SSL Inbound Inspection requires that you import the server certificate 
and key on to the firewall. Because it has the server certificate and key, the firewall can access the SSL 
session between the server and the client and decrypt and inspect traffic transparently. After traffic is 
decrypted, the firewall can inspect traffic and apply security policies to the decrypted traffic, detecting 
malicious content and controlling applications running over this secure channel and re-encrypting the 
traffic as it passes through.

With SSL Forward Proxy, the firewall can decrypt outbound traffic (from internal servers) encrypted using 
SSL/TLS.  

To secure the connection, SSL uses X.509 digital certificates to establish trust between the client and 
server. Certificates that are signed by a trusted certificate authority are installed on the firewall and used 
to establish the firewall as a trusted third party to your internal server during the connection setup. Your 
PKI infrastructure must trust the firewall’s SSL certificate, or you must deploy the SSL certificate on each 
data-center server that will be participating in sessions decrypted by the firewall. To minimize disruption 
to already-used devices and efforts to provision new devices, we also recommend that you set up a self-
service certificate provisioning workflow for devices outside of your organization’s PKI infrastructure 
coverage. 

Organizations might have different strategies for deciding which type of encrypted traffic should be 
decrypted or left untouched. Common reasons for not wanting to decrypt certain types of traffic include 
privacy risks and functional issues, such as applications using certificate pinning and traffic from devices 
that cannot be modified to trust a new root certificate-authority. You must consider and test these factors 
before the broad deployment of decryption policies. 
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Decryption broker is a feature that allows decrypted traffic from the next generation firewall to be sent to 
an external security chain for additional analysis. This is useful for healthcare organizations that leverage 
third-party tools such as DLP for sharing visibility of decrypted traffic to avoid having to force third-party 
devices to decrypt traffic upstream. 

The next-generation firewall preserves the integrity of the SSL/TLS session by using the cryptographic 
settings of the original SSL/TLS negotiation as mandated by the client and the server. It does not change 
the cryptographic parameters after the session has been negotiated. Further, to reduce risks associated 
with older versions of the protocols, PAN-OS allows you to specify the supported SSL/TLS protocol 
versions and cipher suites. CRL/OCSP checks ensure that certificates presented during SSL decryption are 
valid. 

Figure 4 SSL forward proxy with decryption broker

APPLYING ZERO TRUST WITHIN THE DATA CENTER AND PUBLIC CLOUD

Because the most critical and sensitive data typically resides on resources within the private data center or 
public cloud environment, organizations usually start the design of Zero Trust at these locations and then 
migrate towards the user. However, healthcare organizations have different priorities and it’s necessary 
to test deployments in less-impactful systems and environments in order to master the process first and 
build some momentum before impacting the most critical areas. The order of deployment also depends 
heavily on the organization’s available resources, the timeline for the project, and priorities. 

Starting with the most sensitive data, consider the servers that store the data and the applications that 
use it, as well as the services with which those applications communicate in order to function. Evaluate 
each of the resources and determine if they are dedicated to the data or application or if they are shared 
with other applications. 
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Your Zero Trust strategy for the data center should include:

 • Segmenting your sensitive data based on your categorization (high, medium, or low sensitivity). 
Having low-sensitivity applications and data in the same segment as high-sensitivity applications 
and data makes it difficult to enforce a least-privileged access policy and can put your high-
sensitivity data and applications at risk.

 • Creating granular east-west traffic flow policies between segments in order to enforce least-
privileged access.  

 • Securing the data residing in your cloud storage environments in order to prevent data leakage.

 • Securing the server operating systems in order to prevent the server itself from being compromised 
and used as a launching point for attacks. 

Segmenting Sensitive Data within the Data Center or Public Cloud Infrastructure
To gain visibility of and control over all the traffic that is destined to the organization’s sensitive data, the 
sensitive data must be segmented behind a next-generation firewall. Each segment contains the resources 
that have a common level of data security and have common functionality allowing the resources in the 
segment to share a security policy. Because all traffic entering and leaving the segment must traverse the 
firewall, the firewall can inspect the traffic and enforce control. Segment your data as follows:

 • Highly sensitive data such as electronic medical records (EMR) should reside on dedicated 
resources, and to apply both physical and logical separation, organizations should group those 
dedicated resources in a dedicated network segment. It’s strongly recommended that you perform 
this physical and logical separation on an organization’s EHR system. EHR systems have multiple 
modules or services within their platforms, and each layer can also be segmented to separate the 
application layer from the data layer. 

 • Moderately sensitive data should reside in a segment that contain all resources associated with it, 
including frontend applications. 

 • Low-sensitivity data can reside with other low-sensitivity data and resources.

Figure 5 Network segments
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Zero Trust Policy for East-West Flows within the Data Center or Public Cloud 
Infrastructure 
After you have the segments defined, you need to map out how those segments interact. Because the 
easiest traffic flows to describe are typically the flows between resources within an application, start with 
east-west traffic between segments associated with the highest-sensitivity data. Consider which segments 
need to communicate, which segments initiate the communication, and what applications communicate. 
Don’t forget to consider the infrastructure shared services that almost every resource requires. For 
example, without access to DNS, NTP, and DHCP, many servers won’t be able to communicate with other 
resources on the network. Account for configuration and patch management as well as other services that 
help operate and maintain the resources in the segments. 

Finally, consider which segments need to initiate communication to the internet. The segments with the 
highest-sensitivity data should not be able to communicate to the internet directly, and moderate and low 
sensitivity segments might need to reach services that aren’t hosted within the organization. 

For many healthcare organizations, figuring out what type of traffic needs to be allowed and denied 
is not a straightforward exercise. Many variables in a clinical environment make it difficult to obtain 
visibility over all traffic for which you need to account in a short period of time. Without ample staging 
and test environments, it’s also very difficult to test these changes in an environment that requires nearly 
impossible uptime . It’s probably better to take more time in determining how the security rules need to 
be put together and minimize possible disruptions to business and patient care than to quickly deploy new 
security rules and cause frequent disruptions to business. To weave through these challenges, the Palo 
Alto Networks next-generation firewall’s Policy Optimizer feature can offer helpful solutions.

Policy optimizer offers a simple way to gain visibility into, control usage of, and safely enable applications 
in security policy rules. It identifies port-based rules so you can convert them to application-based rules 
that allow the traffic or add applications to existing rules without compromising application availability. 
It also identifies rules configured with unused applications in order to help make cleaning up unused or 
deprecated rules easy. Policy optimizer information helps you analyze rule characteristics and prioritize 
which rules to migrate or clean up first. 
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Figure 6 East-west and outbound traffic flow

Segmentation on the Next-Generation Firewall

You implement the Zero Trust policy on the next-generation firewall or for traffic between segments 
(east-west flows) as an allow-list policy that explicitly defines what is allowed and denies everything else. 
The least-privileged policy for inter-segment traffic within the data reduces the ability for attackers to 
move laterally within the data center.

To define the source and destination networks for each traffic flow, the next-generation firewall uses 
zones and dynamic address groups. Zones are used in static environments, and dynamic address groups 
allow the security policy to stay in-sync with dynamic virtual environments both in the data center and 
public cloud.

App-ID identifies the applications in the traffic between network segments and enables the next-
generation firewall to control the communication between network segments to specific applications. 
Because the Zero Trust security policy in the data center denies all traffic between segments, you use 
App-ID based rules to explicitly define and provision the inter-segment traffic that is required for the 
applications to function and administrators to manage the applications. 

Through security inspection and cloud-based security services, the Zero Trust model prevents attacks 
in traffic allowed by the least-privileged access policy. Inspection identifies malware, vulnerabilities, 
command-and-control traffic, data exfiltration, and threats previously identified by the WildFire® 
Threat Intelligence Cloud. The Threat Intelligence Cloud identifies previously unknown threats to the 
organization. 
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The next-generation firewalls send their logs to Cortex Data Lake. Cortex Data Lake acts as the centralized 
logging destination for all components of the Palo Alto Networks portfolio. It not only allows for storing 
a significant amount of log data; that data is also available to applications in the hub to process and run 
security analytics.

Identity-Based Microsegmentation with Prisma Cloud

To address the security challenges for DevOps and SecOps teams who deploy and manage cloud-native 
applications across multi-cloud and hybrid-cloud environments, Prisma Cloud provides the ability 
to enforce security policies on applications deployed on Linux hosts, Windows hosts, or Kubernetes 
infrastructure and to gain end-to-end visibility of ingress, egress, and pod-to-pod communications. 
Identity-Based Microsegmentation is an add-on license for Prisma Cloud that enables you to:

 • Decouple security from the network by assigning every workload a cryptographic identity. The 
identity (which is derived using metadata from AWS, GCP, Azure, Kubernetes, and other application 
contexts) becomes the perimeter instead of an IP address.

 • Discover applications and learn the communication patterns both inside and across clouds. Prisma 
Cloud then maps this information in real-time with workload identity context, not the IP address 
and port.

 • Enable centralized policy management for endpoints that are distributed. Policies can be 
auto-generated for you, or you can choose a more declarative approach to defining and testing 
segmentation policies without impacting runtime.

 • Use workload identity to authenticate and authorize each connection request. The ability to control 
communications between workloads enables you to segment applications and implement Zero 
Trust.

Securing Data in your Public Cloud Environments
Prisma Cloud Data Security enables you to scan the data stored in your public cloud infrastructure-as-
a-service (IaaS) and PaaS environments. It automatically and continuously monitors configurations for 
access control, policy, objects, and it monitors other configurations in order to calculate the exposure 
storage containers and individual objects. This allows you to quickly remediate unintended settings for 
containers or objects that have been identified as containing sensitive data. It integrates with the cloud 
provider’s security in order to retrieve information about the data—name, last modified, storage location, 
the owner, and more. It can also determine whether the object and container are public or private.

Prisma Cloud Data Security leverages the Palo Alto Networks Enterprise DLP engine, which uses machine 
learning in order to identify and categorize data. It can automatically recognize specific types of sensitive 
and regulated data within stored objects: PHI, other personally identifiable information (PII) such as 
social security and other personal identification numbers; credit card numbers; financial information; 
and intellectual property. You can leverage advanced DLP features such as EDM in order to reduce false-
positive rates, and you can use OCR in order to increase efficacy with identifying sensitive data stored as 
image files.  To identify and protect against file-based threats, Prisma Cloud Data Security also leverages 
the WildFire malware analysis engine.  
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Securing the Server Operating System
Although the next-generation firewall configured with a Zero Trust security policy prevents most attacks 
from ever reaching your servers, new never-before-seen attacks can slip through before being identified 
by the cloud-delivered security services. Prisma Cloud Compute prevents malware and exploits from 
executing when installed on the servers in your private data center and public cloud IaaS environments. 

Prisma Cloud Compute Defender stops threats on the server and within container images, and it 
minimizes server infections by blocking exploits, malware, and ransomware. Like with the next-
generation firewall, you can use a Zero Trust policy to extend the least-privileged access model to 
protecting the server operating system. Some of the capabilities critical to the least-privileged policy 
include:

 • Vulnerability Explorer—Because attackers most often target application vulnerabilities when 
attempting to compromise servers, Prisma Cloud Vulnerability Explorer is key to extending the Zero 
Trust security model to servers and blocking the core techniques used by Zero Day exploits. 

 • Compliance Explorer—Prisma Cloud helps enterprises monitor and enforce compliance for hosts, 
containers, and serverless environments. To understand and assess standard configurations and 
security best practices in your environment, use the compliance management system. You can 
also generate detailed reports based on different regulations, such as HIPAA and GDPR, or popular 
security frameworks such as HITRUST and NIST CSF. The reports include settings that deviate from 
compliance requirements (based on identified data types and current configuration) and steps for 
making configuration changes that remediate those deviations.  

 • Runtime defense—Predictive protection for containers and threat-based active protection for 
running containers, hosts, and serverless functions provide additional security for the workloads 
running on your servers. Predictive protection includes capabilities like determining when a 
container runs a process not included in the original image or when the container creates an 
unexpected network socket. Threat-based protection includes capabilities like detecting when 
malware is added to a workload or when a workload connects to a botnet.

 • Continuous integration—You need to find and fix problems before they enter production. Prisma 
Cloud’s continuous integration plugins surface vulnerability and compliance issues directly in the 
build tool every time developers build their container images and serverless functions. Security 
teams can set policies that allow only compliant and fully remediated images to progress down the 
pipeline.

 • Malware scanning—Ransomware, script-based attacks, and malicious executables must be 
prevented from executing on the server. 
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Figure 7 Prisma Cloud deployment and cloud security posture management 

CONTROLLING ACCESS TO DATA, APPLICATIONS, AND DEVICES WITH A 
ZERO TRUST POLICY

Whether or not the data and applications live in the private data center or as applications on the internet, 
designing a Zero Trust policy that allows users to access data and applications through the next-
generation firewall relies on the following detail for each application: 

 • Who should be able to access the resources within it

 • From where they should be able to access

 • What are the required resources in the segment

 • How users access the resources
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Figure 8 Zero Trust Policy for on-premises and cloud applications

To identify one user group from another in policy, you do not need to place users into separate network 
segments. User-ID is the primary source of mapping users and groups to a Zero Trust policy. User-ID not 
only gives fine-grained control of user identification in policy, but it is also simpler than configuring the 
access layer infrastructure to segment out all of the user groups from each other. 

You use Device-ID to provide even more granular control over which devices can access your sensitive 
data and applications. For example, you could create policies that allow only authorized users to access 
your EHR application from a corporate laptop but not from an unsanctioned personal laptop. With 
IoT environments, a connected medical device type might be the “who” in your Zero Trust policy. For 
example, you might need to limit access to specific systems accessed only by a specific group of medical 
devices or specific user groups. 

You use App-ID to control the traffic between the users and the data by explicitly defining the applications 
that are your critical business applications and the SaaS applications where your users store their 
data. Use application filters to dynamically define application groups based on the risk attribute and 
characteristic. Application filters for low-risk applications allow you to safely enable access to those 
applications without having to define each one in policy. As new applications emerge, and as new App-IDs 
are created, these new applications automatically match the filter. Any application that matches the filter 
is safely enabled, without additional changes to the policy.  

Together, User-ID, Device-ID, and App-ID are important features for an effective Zero Trust 
implementation because they provide visibility and policy control and also facilitate logging and reporting 
capabilities.
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Authentication Policies
Authentication policies enable you to authenticate users before evaluating the security policy. 
Authentication policies are useful tools for validating User-ID before allowing access to sensitive 
applications. Authentication policies can force a multifactor authentication of the user before allowing 
access and ensure that the originator isn’t using stolen credentials. Because the next-generation firewall 
is proxying the authentication, the application does not require any configuration in order to support 
MFA. In fact, MFA is transparent to the application and is especially useful for administrative access that 
doesn’t natively support or is difficult to configure for MFA. 

Because a specific type of network traffic can invoke this mechanism as the trigger, you can enforce a 
heightened authentication sequence (for example, MFA) for applications that do not integrate easily with 
modern SSO and MFA solutions at the application level. Many healthcare organizations need to support 
antiquated applications or client-based applications that do not work with their SSO and MFA solutions. 
Invoking an authentication sequence at the network layer by leveraging the next-generation firewall can 
provide the required protection for these applications.  

Figure 9 MFA authentication for high-sensitivity segments

Securing Data Stored in SaaS Applications
After your data leaves your network and is stored in a SaaS application, in-line network security devices 
can’t see access and changes to the data. Palo Alto Networks SaaS Security provides visibility and control 
for data stored in SaaS applications. Visibility and control even extend to data and activities that originate 
on personal devices and collaborators who aren’t part of your organization, enabling Zero Trust policies 
to extend into your SaaS environments. 

SaaS Security contains a growing database of SaaS applications, currently with over 16,000 entries, with 
associated risk scores for each application. These risk scores enable you to monitor and evaluate the 
risks associated with unsanctioned yet tolerated SaaS applications and to control access to unsanctioned 
applications. 
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SaaS Security can help you to create Zero Trust policies that:

 • Monitor and control employee use of SaaS applications.

 • Protect the transfer of credentials and sensitive data to sanctioned and unsanctioned apps, keeping 
corporate and employee data safe.

 • Monitor data in the SaaS applications for compliance to storage standards for sensitive data, such 
as PII, PCI, and other compliance standards.

 • Block ever-evolving threats, ensuring that prevention is consistent and minimizing the risk of 
data- and time-loss by expanding WildFire coverage to sanctioned SaaS applications and preventing 
unwanted access and traffic traversing the next-generation firewall. 

To do this, SaaS Security provides data security for both data-at-rest and data-in-motion in your 
sanctioned SaaS applications.

Data-at-Rest Security

The SaaS Security API provides security for data-at-rest in your sanctioned applications. When you 
first connect a sanctioned SaaS application to SaaS Security, the application’s API allows SaaS Security 
to discover and retroactively inspect all files and data (called assets in SaaS Security) managed by the 
application. SaaS Security inspects and analyzes all assets and identifies known and unknown malicious 
files, data exposures, external collaborators, risky user behavior, and sensitive documents, as well 
as identifying the potential risks associated with each asset. The service also performs deep content 
inspection and protects both historical assets and new assets from malware, data exposure, and data 
exfiltration in near real-time. SaaS Security leverages Palo Alto Networks Enterprise DLP to categorize 
sensitive and regulated data and the WildFire malware analysis engine to identify and protect against all 
file-based threats. 
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Figure 10 SaaS Security API integration with SaaS applications

As SaaS Security identifies incidents, you can assess them and define automated actions to remediate the 
incidents or alert users and administrators to the risks. For ongoing incident assessment and protection, 
in addition to the initial inspection of historical assets, SaaS Security continuously monitors the SaaS 
application and applies the policy to new or modified assets.

Data-in-Motion Security

SaaS Security Inline provides security for data-in-motion. SaaS works in conjunction with the next 
generation firewalls to monitor and control access to SaaS applications and evaluate the data being sent 
or retrieved. It uses Enterprise DLP to detect sensitive and regulated data and WildFire to detect file-based 
malware. 

SaaS Security Inline policies are created within the SaaS Security console and then pushed to Panorama™ 
for deployment to the next-generation firewalls, including the PA-Series, VM-Series, CN-Series, and 
Prisma Access. This enables you to leverage the other building blocks of your Zero Trust policies: User-ID, 
App-ID, Device-ID, and Content-ID™. Using these building blocks enables you to instantly classify the 
data-in-motion and give you fine-grained control to unsanctioned applications. 
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You can block unsanctioned applications altogether or you can limit access to tolerated unsanctioned 
applications to specific users or groups. This enables you to mitigate the risks associated with the use 
of unsanctioned SaaS applications, or “shadow IT,” and provide access to tolerated applications to only 
those users who need them. 

Figure 11 SaaS Security Inline

Zero Trust Policies That Assess Risk in SaaS and Public Cloud

SaaS Security allows you to define policies that automatically assess risk. There are two types of policies: 

 • Content policies—Visibility into the assets’ content allows you to ensure that information 
stored in the application is appropriate. It also allows you to secure content that is critical to the 
organization, sensitive, or subject to compliance based on the exposure-level categorization of 
internal, company, external, or public. 

 • Activity policies—Assessing the risk of asset-related activities helps identify abnormal user 
behavior. Activity policies identify where excessive activity, such as downloading or exporting 
data, might indicate abnormal movement of data out of the SaaS application or other compliance 
violations. 
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You can remediate any incidents yourself or send notifications to owners of the identified files and 
folders, requesting they fix the problems. When incidents require remediation from the owner, you can 
email the user and educate them about SaaS application acceptable-use policies.

You can use automatic remediation in order to address incidents across large numbers of assets that SaaS 
Security finds. Auto-remediation provides four automatic remediation actions:

 • Quarantine—If an asset poses an immediate threat to intellectual property or proprietary data, 
you can automatically move the compromised asset to a quarantine folder. Depending on the 
SaaS application, that quarantine folder can either be in the asset owner’s root directory or a 
special admin quarantine folder that only admin users can access. When you quarantine an asset, 
SaaS Security replaces the original asset with a placeholder (tombstone) file. The placeholder is 
a customizable, plain-text file that contains a simple description explaining that SaaS Security 
quarantined the asset. Also, when SaaS Security automatically quarantines an asset, you can send 
the asset owner a Remediation Digest email that describes the changes made.

 • Change sharing—You can automatically change sharing to remove public links from an asset. You 
have the option to remove either the direct link on the asset only or the links from parent folders 
that expose the asset due to inheritance. When SaaS Security automatically changes an asset’s 
sharing settings, you can send the asset owner a Remediation Digest email that describes the 
changes SaaS Security made.

 • Notification—Instead of automatically fixing the issue, send the asset owner a Remediation Digest 
email that describes what actions the owner can take to remediate the risk (recommended actions).

 • Log—Identify potential risks but take no further action. After you uncover specific issues that are 
high-compliance risks on the network, you can modify the rule or add a new rule to remediate the 
risk automatically or notify the owner.

Auto-remediation can be a valuable tool in resolving data-governance risks, but you should use it 
carefully. Quarantining assets and changing sharing can have a significant impact on a user’s experience 
and might affect productivity. For example, if you change the sharing settings on a parent folder in order 
to remove a file from being accessible publicly, it affects all files in that folder, not just those with content 
in violation of policy. Use these two remediation methods very deliberately, and in many cases, you should 
use them only on new assets stored in SaaS applications.

This granular control of different types of SaaS applications can be greatly beneficial to healthcare and 
clinical research organizations and teaching hospitals, which often participate continuous, collaborative 
efforts that require using both enterprise and consumer SaaS applications. (For example, government 
grants and other research contracts.)  
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Data Classification with Enterprise DLP

Enterprise DLP is a cloud-based subscription service delivered across multiple products, including SaaS 
Security, Prisma Access, Prisma Cloud, and all the deployment options of the next-generation firewall. 
The service uses advanced analytics and machine learning to discover, monitor, and protect your sensitive 
data.

Figure 12 Enterprise DLP service

The DLP cloud service provides detection and response through data policies. Detection rules find and 
classify sensitive information based on data patterns. Response rules are actions that mitigate the risk of 
data loss, such as blocking an action for example.

The DLP cloud service uses pre-defined patterns, as well as DLP profiles, to provide a much more granular 
data matching option than just using search patterns. Today, over 380 patterns and 17 data profiles are 
available, including profiles for healthcare, GDPR, CCPA, financial information, PII, and many other 
requirements.

The predefined data patterns match on keywords and strings. You also can create your own custom data 
patterns and file-property data patterns. You can create custom data patterns with regular expressions 
and keywords. For looking at metadata and other file attributes, you can create file-property data patterns 
to match on a name-value pair.

Data profiles are a combination of multiple patterns. To narrow down what to find, the profiles use 
machine learning and document properties to reduce false positives and be more specific. Data profiles 
use Boolean operations on matches and provide different confidence levels and occurrence of a pattern 
match so that you could match on pattern A and C and not pattern B for example.
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As described in previous sections, advanced DLP features such as EDM and OCR are also available and 
effectively identify sensitive data in healthcare environments. The presence of patient identifiers such 
as medical record number (MRN), patient names, and date of birth turns health information into PHI as 
defined by HIPAA. The challenge with identifying PHI is that these fields are not unique enough, where 
many false positive hits might result if only pattern-matching types of rules are used. Thus, EDM is 
leveraged to look for exact data that matches predefined fields, such as MRN and patient last name or 
different combinations of patient identifiers. This technique greatly reduces false-positive rates, allowing 
healthcare organizations to operationalize DLP policies without causing unnecessary disruptions. 

OCR is useful when detecting protected health information stored as an image, such as scanned health 
information or medical bills. 

Because both SaaS Security and Prisma Cloud Data Security call on the Enterprise DLP service, you need 
to create the configuration only once. It is automatically synchronized everywhere you are using the 
Enterprise DLP cloud service, giving you centralized control of DLP.

Identifying Threats in Data with WildFire

WildFire is a cloud-based subscription service delivered across multiple products, including SaaS 
Security, Prisma Access, Prisma Cloud, and all the deployment options of the next-generation firewall. 
You use WildFire for detecting both known and unknown malware in your data assets. A hash of the 
asset is submitted to WildFire in order to determine whether WildFire has seen it before. If WildFire has 
seen the asset previously, WildFire uses the existing verdict. If it has not seen the asset before, WildFire 
“detonates” the payload in both virtual and physical environments to analyze and return a verdict on the 
asset. If WildFire returns a Malware verdict, the asset is in violation of the content policy rules, and your 
Zero Trust policy can take the appropriate actions: Quarantine, Change Sharing, Notify, or Log. If a new 
malicious asset is discovered, the corresponding hash value and its threat indicators are updated in the 
threat database and automatically shared with all other products in your organization that are integrated 
with WildFire, such as all next-generation firewall platforms, Cortex XDR, and Prisma Cloud. Moreover, 
all Palo Alto Networks customers reap the benefits in near real-time as the new threat data is constantly 
updated to the products deployed. 
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Inspection
Through inspection and the cloud-based security subscriptions, the Zero Trust model prevents 
threats in traffic allowed by the least-privileged access policy. Inspection is used to identify malware, 
vulnerabilities, data exfiltration, and previously identified threats. Inspection in the next-generation 
firewall includes:

 • Antivirus and WildFire—In a Zero Trust security policy, the firewall inspects traffic for known 
antivirus signatures. 

 • Anti-spyware—Anti-spyware profiles prevent infected endpoints from sending malicious traffic to 
command and control systems.

 • URL filtering—In a Zero Trust security policy, URL filtering blocks command-and-control traffic, 
access to known malicious websites, and websites restricted due to departmental policies.

 • DNS Security—Secures all DNS traffic, including unexpected DNS resolvers, malicious and 
suspicious domains, and DNS rebinding and tunneling attacks.

 • Data Loss Prevention—The Enterprise DLP engine inspects files for common patterns of sensitive 
data, such as social security numbers, credit card numbers, and exact data matching patient 
identifiers such as medical record numbers, patient names, and date of birth. 

 • File blocking—Blocks files that are not commonly used and are known to carry threats. 

PROTECTING USERS AND ENDPOINT DEVICES

After you secure the most sensitive data in your data center and public-cloud environments by using the 
Zero Trust model, consider the security of your user endpoints. Because exploitation of end-users is often 
the starting point of an attack on sensitive data, protecting the user endpoints is critical to an overall 
Zero Trust security design. With the onset of a “new normal” resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the importance of protecting user endpoints is amplified. To prevent those endpoints from being used 
as a conduit into your sensitive data and applications, you need to consider protecting the endpoints 
of your privileged users—those users who have access to your sensitive data and applications. You also 
need to consider a more general perimeter security at the Internet edge so that even non-privileged user 
endpoints cannot be exploited and used for lateral attacks against more privileged user endpoints. 

Protecting Endpoints of Privileged Users
Although endpoints should rarely store high-sensitivity data, when a user has access to the most sensitive 
data, you must also consider the endpoints they use in your Zero Trust design. 

The next-generation firewall does not require endpoint segmentation in the infrastructure in order to 
protect data and applications in the data center. User-ID and authentication policies allow the firewall to 
control access to sensitive data and properly segment users in policy without relying on infrastructure 
segmentation of the source endpoint. However, it is still recommended that you segment the endpoints 
that privileged users access from other endpoints in your network and endpoints that require added 
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protection, such as connected medical devices. Segmentation of the privileged user’s devices behind a 
next-generation firewall reduces the chances that an attacker can successfully gather sensitive data that 
might live on the device temporarily or compromise the endpoint in order to gain privileges necessary to 
reach the sensitive data in the data center or public cloud. 

When privileged endpoints leave the internal network, you configure policies in Prisma Access to segment 
them like the campus and remote site. Segmenting mobile users ensures endpoints are protected from 
other endpoints, regardless of location.

Figure 13 User segmentation across the organization

You tightly control the inbound policies for the privileged user segments. Because the endpoints do not 
host applications or provide services, the policy should be straightforward. In fact, in many instances, the 
inbound policy should not allow any connections initiated from the rest of your organization’s internal 
network. 
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The outbound policy should be a combination and mirror of the internet perimeter firewall and the 
inbound policies on the next-generation firewall that protects the data and applications to which the 
administrators should have access. 

Protecting Endpoints at the Internet Perimeter
To minimize the chance of a successful cyber-attack, every user endpoint requires protection. Although 
the data might not live on the endpoint, every endpoint can become the launching point for an attack on 
the data from within your private network. You protect every managed device in your organization with a 
next-generation firewall when accessing the internet, even when the devices are mobile. Endpoints in the 
campus, at remote sites, and mobile should traverse a next-generation firewall for access to the internet. 
For mobile and work-from-home users, the GlobalProtect client establishes an always-on, secure SSL/
IPsec VPN connection to a GlobalProtect gateway running on the next-generation firewall or Prisma 
Access. 

Like in the data center and public cloud, Zero Trust security policy on the internet perimeter firewalls uses 
App-ID, User-ID, Data-ID, Device-ID, and Content-ID in order to inspect the traffic and detect and block 
known threats and send unknown files to WildFire analysis in order to identify new threats and generate 
signatures to block them. 

In addition to allow-list SaaS applications, the internet perimeter can limit the functionality of any 
applications through functional App-IDs. Limiting application functionality is useful when you want to 
tolerate an application. Tolerated applications are important to your organization but are either not fully 
visible to the security platform or the platform cannot secure them because a third-party controls them or 
a partner uses them to share data with your users. 

Application filters dynamically define application groups based on the risk attribute and characteristic. 
Application filters for high-risk applications allow you to deny access to those applications without 
having to define each one in policy. As new applications emerge and new App-IDs get created, these new 
applications automatically match the filter. The firewall denies any application that matches the filter 
without additional changes to the policy.

Because a Zero Trust security model uses least-privileged access, when only a select group of your 
users requires access to an application, use User-ID and group membership to limit who can access 
them. Internet perimeter firewalls can share the same User-ID sources as the data center and public 
cloud firewalls. High-fidelity sources are just as important at the internet perimeter as in the data 
center and public cloud. In the event the firewall does not have an IP address mapping to a user, use 
an authentication policy to send that traffic to the captive portal. The captive portal allows the user to 
authenticate so that User-ID can map the IP address to a user before evaluating policy.

Device-ID allows you to create granular policies down to the device level. Some examples include limiting 
authorized users to accessing data from approved devices, limiting access to medical devices that can 
directly impact patients to specific user groups, and controlling traffic from specific types of devices, 
such as environmental sensors or security cameras, to prevent lateral attacks or data exfiltration from 
vulnerable IoT endpoints. 
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Inspection

Like the next-generation firewalls in the data center and public cloud, internet-perimeter firewalls use 
inspection to identify malware, vulnerabilities, data exfiltration, and threats previously identified by the 
Threat Intelligence Cloud. To identify previously unknown threats to the organization, you use the Threat 
Intelligence Cloud. Inspection in the next-generation firewall includes antivirus and WildFire, anti-
spyware, URL filtering, DNS security, data loss prevention, and file blocking. 

Phishing

To prevent phishing attacks from stealing your user’s credentials and providing an avenue of access to 
your sensitive data and applications, configure credential phishing protection on all security policy rules 
that allow user access to the internet. The first part of preventing phishing attacks is configuring URL 
filtering on internet-bound rules that block known phishing sites.

Second, to stop phishing attempts from sites that aren’t part of the current URL database, configure 
the firewall to use its IP-address-to-user mapping table to detect if a user is submitting their corporate 
username when they submit website forms. Enable credential phishing protections on all URL categories 
except for the categories that contain your sanctioned and tolerated SaaS applications. 

Figure 14 Phishing prevention

 

Protecting Endpoint Operating Systems

Cortex XDR Agent advanced endpoint protection stops threats on the endpoint and coordinates 
enforcement with cloud and network security to prevent successful cyber-attacks. Cortex XDR Agent 
minimizes endpoint infections by blocking malware, exploits, and ransomware. 

Managed endpoints and servers connect to the same Cortex XDR, but you can configure them separately. 
Having a separate group allows you to define unique Zero Trust security profiles for managed endpoints 
and servers.
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Figure 15 Cortex XDR with managed endpoints

 

To compromise organizations, attackers often blend two primary attack methods: targeting application 
vulnerabilities through exploits and deploying malicious files. You can use these methods individually or 
in various combinations, but they are fundamentally different.

Due to the fundamental differences between malware and exploits, effective prevention requires 
an approach that protects against both. To halt the execution of malicious programs and stop the 
exploitation of legitimate applications on Windows and macOS endpoints, Cortex XDR Agent combines 
multiple methods of prevention at critical phases of the attack lifecycle. 

Cortex XDR provides granular control over service protection settings and security of the Cortex XDR 
agent running on the endpoints. This default protection prevents attempts to disable or make changes to 
Cortex XDR agent processes, services, registry keys and values, and files. 

The Cortex XDR agent sends its logs to Cortex Data Lake for storage and to be used as data for security 
analytics in the hub. The Cortex XDR agent logs provide detail on the processes and activities that 
generate and receive traffic, giving additional information to traffic that the next-generation firewall logs.
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Protecting Unmanaged Endpoint Devices (IoT, IoMT)

In a typical healthcare provider organization, IT manages about half of all endpoints connected to their 
network. The remaining half is often referred to as unmanaged devices and includes such IoT and IoMT 
devices as connected medical devices, environmental sensors for clean rooms and drug manufacturing 
areas, vendor-supplied machines controlling lab instruments, building automation systems, IP security 
cameras, and so on. These devices often cannot accommodate an endpoint agent being installed to protect 
and secure managed endpoints devices. This might be because IT does not have access to the devices’ 
OS layer and therefore cannot install any agents, because the vendor disallows such changes due to 
regulation and compatibility requirements, or because some devices are embedded systems that cannot 
be changed at all. If you are able to install XDR agents on any of these devices, it is always recommended 
that healthcare organizations take the time and effort to do so in order to protect full endpoint protection 
on these devices, as well. In other majority cases, compensating controls need to be applied to properly 
protect these devices. 

In the Zero Trust model, properly protecting these devices is critical because of:

 • Direct impact on patient safety—Some connected medical devices such as infusion pumps, linear 
accelerators (radiation treatment machines), and patient monitoring devices can directly impact 
patients adversely and cause harm if unintended actions are triggered or if the devices become 
unresponsive. To protect patients, you should take extreme measures to protect these devices from 
possible cyberattacks

 • Indirect impact on patient safety—Many connected medical devices are used to generate clinical 
data that is later used to help doctors with treatment decisions. If the integrity of the data produced 
by these devices is compromised in any way, doctors might give inappropriate drug and treatment 
options to patients, causing less-than-optimal care and possibly harmful results. The only way to 
ensure the integrity of the data these devices generate is to protect and monitor these devices at all 
times. 

 • Impact on network security—Because these devices often carry known vulnerabilities and are 
often not closely monitored, they can quickly become an easy target. Attackers compromise the 
unprotected devices and establish a beachhead, remaining undetected while repeatedly launching 
additional attacks internally. 

The biggest challenge for healthcare organizations with unmanaged devices is that many of these devices 
were introduced to the hospital network without IT’s visibility or proper documentation over the years, 
and the corporate IT and security teams often do not have great visibility of exactly where these devices 
are, how and why they connect to the network, what type of business functions they perform, what type 
of data is being processed and stored locally, and what type of vulnerabilities are present on these devices. 
Properly identifying these critical and vulnerable devices in your network should be the utmost priority 
for your organization, and an IoT Security subscription allows you to do precisely that. 
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Figure 16 Connected medical-device protection with IoT Security 

Discovery

Available as a cloud-delivered subscription on the next generation firewall platform, IoT security 
combines App-ID data and deep packet inspection logs for accuracy, using a patented three-tiered 
machine learning model for speed in device profiling. These profiles classify any IoT, IoMT, or IT device to 
reveal its type, vendor, model, and more than 50 device-unique attributes, including firmware, OS, serial 
number, MAC address, physical location, subnet, access point, port usage, applications, and more. 

Risk Assessment

To continuously evaluate and adjust risk profiles for each device, the risk-assessment analysis of 
discovered devices includes Manufacturer Disclosure Statement for Medical Device Safety (MDS2) security 
information, such as antivirus capabilities, ePHI, Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) data, 
vendor patching information, and Unit 42 intelligence. 
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Policy Enforcement

By comparing metadata across millions of devices with those found in your network, IoT Security can use 
its device profiles to determine normal behavior patterns. For each IoT device and category of devices, 
it provides a recommended policy to restrict or allow specific behaviors. After recommended policies 
are reviewed and applied, the next-generation firewall enforces proper security policies to protect 
these devices with the appropriate access controls, minimizing efforts required to manually perform 
these tasks. IoT Security can also integrate and feed gathered data to third-party devices. Such devices 
could include Network Access Control (NAC) systems, to enhance onboarding and identify network-
segmentation needs, and IT Asset Management (ITAM) platforms, to enrich inventory and usage data to 
improve lifecycle management of these devices. 

Operational Insight

IoT Security can provide operational insights for biomedical and clinical engineering teams, insights 
that can dramatically improve lifecycle management and optimize use of these devices. Some of the 
operational insights include IoMT device operating hours, scan insights, patient experience, average use, 
vendor remote maintenance activity, side-by-side comparisons of IoMT devices, and many others. 
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Summary
Breaches and data loss incidents have serious consequences for healthcare organizations and their 
patients. The Zero Trust security model specifically addresses the security of sensitive data and critical 
applications in any enterprise organization, especially for highly regulated industries such as healthcare.

The inherent trust in traditional security models is a vulnerability as dangerous as any other. Zero Trust 
remedies the deficiencies of the inherent trust in perimeter-centric security and the legacy devices and 
technologies commonly found in healthcare organizations. With Zero Trust, access to an organization’s 
most sensitive applications and assets, regardless of the user’s or the resource’s location, is tightly 
controlled, and only verified traffic is permitted. 

With the following Palo Alto Networks portfolio capabilities and functionality, you can implement an 
end-to-end Zero Trust model in your environment: 

 • Next-generation firewalls and cloud-native security products act as segmentation gateways 
and policy execution platforms protecting the most critical systems such as EHR systems, PACS 
infrastructure, connected medical devices, and various endpoints and servers in healthcare 
environments. These products are available in various form factors so that you can defend your 
protect surface wherever it is located, on-premises or in the cloud. 

 • App-ID, User-ID, Content-ID, and Device-ID provide reliable identification of your users, enterprise 
and medical applications, and all types of devices beyond traditional IP address or protocol/port 
identification. You can use these context-based security capabilities in order to create granular 
access-control policies that follow your users and devices as they move across your network.  
 
To add data context to these capabilities, Enterprise DLP grants visibility and control on different 
types of data across your network and cloud resources. 

 • Prisma Cloud enables cloud security posture management, data security, and cloud workload 
protection for comprehensive visibility and threat detection across your organization’s hybrid, 
multi-cloud infrastructure.

 • SaaS Security and Prisma Cloud Data Security inspect asset accessibility and risk through API 
integrations into the public cloud storage services and SaaS applications.

 • Cortex Data Lake serves as the central cloud-based repository for all security platform data and 
logs.

 • IoT Security identifies all IoT and connected medical devices in order to profile their risks and 
automate security policy creation, while continuously monitoring device behaviors for anomalous 
and malicious activities.

 • Prisma Access secures access to enterprise resources in public cloud and SaaS environments 
from remote clinics, work-from-home users, and other mobile assets and delivers the same 
comprehensive security capabilities to remote sites. 

 • Prisma SD-WAN optimizes connectivity to remote clinics and improves resiliency and efficiency, 
improving the digital experience for both hospital staff and patients.
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